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DIG=EST: Rejection of bid as nonresponsive
is proper when bid is unsigned and
not accompanied by other material
indicating bidder's intention to
be bound,

Mr. Nyahunia Kanlau Macharia protests the rejec-
tion of his bid submitted in response to the Department
of the Interior's (Interior) solicitation No.s131-S-0264
for mail messenger services,

Interior rejected Mr. Macharia's bid because it
was unsigred, because there was an ambiguity concerning

." the offered prices, and because Mr. "lacharia was a
Government employee at the time he suLmitted his bid.

* ift We summarily deny the protest.
,:

Normally a bid which is not signed must be
rejected because without an appropriate signature the

:'..~ :bidder would not be bound upon acceptance of the bid.
in;' Ace Art Company, Inc., B-202353, April 1, 1981, 81-1

CPD 252. That is why Federal Procurement Regulations
51-2.405(c) (:964 ed.) provides, in pertinent part, that
a failure to sign a bid may be corrected or waived as a

'lit, minor informality only if:

,.*§ " * * *the unsigned bid is accompanied
. by other material indicating the

bidder's intention to be bound by the
i. unsiqned bid document * *
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Mr. Macharia does not allege that his bid was
accompanied by any other document reflecting his inten-
tion to be bound; he states only that the Lailure to
sign was an oversight.

Under the cirvumstances, we must agree that the
bid was properly rejected because it lacked a signature,
and we therefore need not consider the other issues
raised,

The protest is summarily denied.
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